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The Practice of Social Citizenship:
Lessons from the Canadian Centre
for Victims of Torture
By Susan McGrath
Introduction

I

n 1997, the Centre of Excellence for
Research on Immigration and Settlement in Toronto funded a study of
CCVT’s Befriending Programme. The
fully collaborative research project was
lead by Adrienne Chambon and Mulugeta
Abai and included the authors of this article. The study was a qualitative evaluation
of CCVT’s core program that links survivors of torture and war with volunteers
from the host community of Toronto in a
befriending relationship. The study examined the versatile functioning of these relationships, and the organizational supports
required to sustain them.
Drawing on the findings of our study, we
are proposing a practice of citizenship that
emphasizes social relations as well as political identity. It is a conceptualization of
citizenship that goes beyond the limited
and minimal role of liberal democracy and
encompasses full participation in cultural,
social, economic and political life and a
commitment to human rights and social
justice. Social citizenship means guarantees of help in forms that maintain full
membership in society. Citizens assume
some responsibility for one another. They
share a common set of institutions and services designed for all citizens (Fraser &
Gordon, 1994:59). The practice of social
citizenship provides a model for full civic
participation in the day to day life of large

urban
centres,
such as Toronto,
that are attracting
migrants.
The traditional understanding of citizenship as a political/legal identity
is still crucial - our
study shows that
the period of refugee status before
applicants
have
been legally accepted into Canadian society is an
intense and stressful time. However, this narrow concept of citizenship is being challenged. Citizenship is not limited
to the securing of political status, i.e., an attachment to formal institutions, but to the establishment of social ties, the informal relationships that
incorporate new members into the day-to-day life
of society.
Overcoming betrayal of the social
In addition to physical and emotional trauma, survivors of torture and war have experienced a violent disruption of their community networks and
more fundamentally, a traumatic breakdown of
trust in their sense of connectedness to a larger
public collectivity (Chambon et al., 1998b; Abai
& Sawicki, 1997). The betrayal of the social bonds
within their home country means there is particular mistrust of those from their native country who
also have settled in the host country.
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Survivors don’t know who they can trust
while faced with the overwhelming task of
settling themselves and their families in an
unknown and often rejecting community.
CCVT believes that torture is a social phenomenon requiring a social response. The
most effective way of healing is the presence of a social network of personal support. The Befriending Program links
survivors with volunteers from the host
community in a constructed relationship
that is expected to lead to friendship. The
study provides some insights into how
constructed dialogical relationships that
emphasize friendship enable newcomers to
become active citizens in their new country.
Befriending: initiating a web of
social connections
One volunteer described the settlement experience of survivors as “going against the
mountain”. The experience of trauma and
re-location is isolating. The search for a
safer environment often means leaving
family and friends behind; relocation occurs at a time of increased emotional need
and the absence of a social support system.
Survivors must not only secure new political and legal status but they must cope
with a new culture: language, dress, food,
religions, ideas of gender, etc. The volunteers do provide instrumental assistance,
helping newcomers to navigate their way
through the myriad of systems such as legal, transportation, school, banking, housing, etc. More importantly, the program
seeks to construct friendships that cross
cultural differences. It is a friendship created in the shadow of trauma which makes
clients mistrustful and volunteers fearful of
unintentionally causing re-traumatization.
The friendship initiates a web of relations,
an array of personal contacts which become part of the client’s social world.

4

The befriending experience has several important
elements. The shadow of trauma means the relationship must negotiate periods of continuity and
discontinuity, of connection and disconnection.
The process is guided by the needs of the client
and is accomplished through ongoing dialogue.
Volunteers become skilled at listening and learn to
balance listening and talking. It is a relationship
that must be flexible, supportive and sustained.
These dialogical relations cross social boundaries
with the intent of fostering a culture of community, of mutuality and reciprocity, and ideally
friendship. The relationship is artificial initially,
but becomes deep-seated, akin to an extended
family or to “soul mates”. This relationship is not
like a bureaucratic service. It has its ebbs and
flows but cannot be restricted to a service type
contact. It is also specific and contained and cannot become an employer-employee relation for
instance.
Volunteers identify accompaniment as an important support mechanism for survivors who face
racism and a wall of bureaucracy when attempting
to access crucial services. Befrienders go with
their friends to critical meetings such as employment interviews and immigration hearings. Accompaniment enables volunteers to show the
survivors how to cope within the new society. Befrienders convey first hand how to deal with people and institutions. The presence of a ‘Canadian’
buffers the moments of disruption when newcomers can encounter discrimination. Accompaniment
discourages discriminatory behaviour and is an
important component of the re-creation of survivors’ trust in public institutions.
Reciprocity is another element in the relationship.
Befriending is not a service provided to a client. In
the beginning, volunteers take responsibility for
initiating contact, but over time the relationship
becomes a mutual responsibility. The survivor
moves outside the position of client/victim to the
more active role of participant. Friends and befrienders may take turns buying coffee for each
other, or preparing a meal. Cards are exchanged to
mark important occasions; children are involved in
outings and activities. This “give and take” helps
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to reduce a sense of indebtedness on the
part of the client and recognizes that both
benefit from the connection. Participation
in the larger society is facilitated and patterns of involvement from their own society are re-established. When relationships
lack reciprocity and they look more like
service or charity, the connection is less
sustainable.
Over time, newcomers will often take up
the practice of volunteering as they become part of the host community. They in
turn provide support and assistance to
other newcomers forging connections with
another new arrival, further facilitating
cross-cultural connections.

the recognition of similarities and differences.
Volunteers learn first hand about other countries
and cultures and gain new insights into their own
country. There is an exchange and blending of cultures that enriches both.
Advocacy is an important part of the friendship.
Volunteers are surprised by the extent of the discrimination experienced by newcomers and are
mobilized to take action. They become familiar
with the complexity of the human service system
and the difficulties in gaining access to it. They
will mobilize their own networks to leverage resources for newcomers. One volunteer described
herself as a “vulture” or a “harvester”, checking
out every group asking, “How can I use you to
help one of my friends?”

Volunteer befrienders become critical of the barriers and hurdles facing
immigrants and refugees
upon arrival in Canada.
Being part of the exThis personal advocacy
perience
of
rehas become translated into
connection of social
public advocacy. Volunties is powerful for
teers become social justice
both parties. Volunadvocates speaking out on
teers speak about
immigration and public
gaining a deeper selfpolicy issues. Through
knowledge as they are
these relationships they
challenged to examine
become more aware of
their own value syshuman rights violations on
tem as well as that of
a global scale. Their perthe larger society.
The experience of culture is like negotiating a river.
sonal experience intensiThrough
their
fies their commitment to human rights.
experience of humanity, they come face to
face with inhumanity. A human connection
CCVT as a holding environment
is formed that bridges the disruption
caused by the experience of inhumanity. A
Our research shows that such relationships cannot
relationship that was artificially conthrive in a vacuum and that the initial fragile constructed becomes more intimate.
nection must be supported and mediated. Staff are
essential to the process of creating and sustaining
Through the relationship, the befriender
connections. We discovered the relationship was a
and friend experience another culture at an
triad consisting of the client, volunteer and staff
interpersonal level. Both parties become
and that each triad contained a web of several relaskilled and confident at communicating
tionships: volunteer/client, staff/client and
across cultures. It is not just the exchange
staff/volunteer. Staff screen and train volunteers
of recipes (although that is done too), it is a
and initiate the connection between volunteer and
very personal connection that allows for
Benefits
Mutual

are
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survivor. They are an important source of
ongoing advice and encouragement, particularly during crises and periods of disconnection. Volunteers look for direction
from staff in how to respond to clients if
they choose to disclose their traumatic experiences and for guidelines around specific issues. Client friends also look to staff
as a source of support. The ties are formal
and informal moving back and forth in responsiveness and intensity.
The triad relationship is nested in the
‘holding environment’ of the agency.
CCVT is seen as a ‘safe house’ by survivors, a refuge and resource as they try to
create a new life in a new culture and society. CCVT’s multiple services and programs provide layers of support. It is not
ethno-specific, but a multi-service agency
serving a diverse population.
A web of relations
The image of a web highlights the multiple
human connections that are woven
within the agency among its
programs, and between CCVT
and outside resources, including
other
human
service organizations and a
large network of legal and
medical
professionals.
CCVT promotes a
“culture
of
community” throughout
its practices, resisting the
uni-directional type of relationship characteristic of
many professional human
services. Its continuity model of
community
development
includes grass roots leadership
development, mutual support groups,
community and social service networks,
public education and advocacy on a local
and international level (Chambon et al.,
1997).

6

Practicing social citizenship
The experience of CCVT provides some directions
in how to develop a practice of citizenship that has
a strong social dimension. This practice requires
the support of trained staff located in safe public
spaces. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
such as CCVT not only provide essential services
to support newcomers but serve as a transitional
space. While serving the multiple needs of survivors, these NGOs serve as a link or bridge between newcomers and the existing community.
They provide important opportunities for participation and interaction. Here new and established
citizens can meet and form relationships that benefit both.
Friendship becomes a strategy of re-connection,
and leads to a web of relationships that supports
and sustains the newcomer. Volunteers serve as a
bridge to the community and the connections are
multiple. The survivor’s experience of a trusting
relationship with a member of the host community
facilitates connections to others. The need for trust
is not only in personal relationships but also in
institutional
relationships.
Having
confidence to approach social and
political institutions is an important
step for newcomers. These multiple contacts or links, personal
and professional, contribute to
an overall sense of social
cohesion. The survivor’s
social world is expanded
and the host society is
strengthened.
The practices of CCVT
demonstrate the importance of
safe public spaces and dialogical
relationships in securing a citizenship
capable
of
mediating
differences. Social citizenship requires
not only a superstructure of freedoms and rights
ensured by legal and political processes and institutions, but a vibrant infrastructure of people relating interpersonally and participating in
associational life that meets needs and works for
change.
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I am a little overwhelmed really. I started in this kind of
a program through the woman who started Survivors
International, in the mid-eighties. I was trained by her,
but it was very different. There were very clear boundaries we were to keep - more like a social worker. Then I
decided I wanted to call CCVT. I was matched up by
(names staff person present).
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I don't remember the reasons we were matched together.
Initially, I thought my role would be pretty much the
same as Survivors International. It's hard to talk about. I
was a member of Amnesty International in San Francisco
which was a process of consciousness-raising. It took me
out of my world and exposed me to a completely different experience. There's an existential element to this. I've
always been interested in the Holocaust. How do the
people who are victims, what's in people that allows
them to survive? How do I get away with it and other
people don't? Maybe in some respects there’s a desire to
walk into that area. What would I do with my political
beliefs if I were in the same situation? What would I be
prepared to suffer for those beliefs? So I needed to find
out. A delicate road. I wanted to find out as much information as possible. I wanted to know everything I
could about (names client/friend). And I had some background because it speaks to his life as a man and, of
course, I had to be aware of myself and question myself:
I wonder what I would do.

There's been long periods of contact and not being in contact but I
carry him with me all the time, because people drift in and out of
life all the time. My hope is that we will be in each other's life a
long time.

I can't tell you how much I respect and admire his
commitment to human rights. It blew me away that he
could put himself at such risk, not once but several
times. We'd have conversations about this. He takes it as
a natural part of his life. To me it's extraordinary, it's
horrendous that these things happen in life, but that he
would put himself at risk is incomprehensible. He opened
a level of experience I couldn't comprehend. It was a
gradual unfolding of aspects of his life and I would open
up personal aspects of my life, so it wasn't like a
worker. I honestly feel (names client/friend) has given
much more to me than I have ever given to him.
He had shared about prison and we thought about writing about it - the spiritual something that happens in
surviving in prison. I don't know where it comes from
but just being able to share something on a spiritual
level meant a deeper level. Meeting his family, feeling his
support around personal things for me. And another thing
is humour - we have the same sense of humour it turns
out and it cements friendship. So I have been taken into
a world that surpasses anything in my world. The thing
we've talked about doing is to go to (names friend's
country) together, to share his world, his culture.
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Canada as a Haven for Torturers
By David Matas

T

he Torture Convention requires
each state party to ensure that all
acts of torture are offences under
its criminal law. The Convention also requires an attempt to commit torture and
complicity or participation in torture to be
made a criminal offence. The Convention
further requires each state party to prosecute torture where the alleged offender is
present in its territory and where the state
does not extradite the alleged offender.
Further, the Convention provides that an
order from a superior officer or a public
authority may not be invoked as a justification for torture. As well, the Convention
states that no exceptional circumstances
whatsoever, whether a state of war, a threat
of war, internal political instability or any
other public emergency, may be invoked
as a justification for torture. Canada
signed the Torture Convention in August
1985 and ratified it in June 1987.
In the period between signature and ratification, the Parliament of Canada amended
the Criminal Code to add the offence of
torture. The offence penalizes any torturer
found in Canada no matter where the torture was committed, no matter what the
nationality of the victim and no matter
what the nationality of the accused.
It is now over twelve years since Parliament has legislated the offence of torture,
since Canada has ratified the Torture Convention. During that period, the number of
prosecutions for international fugitive torturers has been a big fat zero.
It is not for want of candidates...We have
at least eighteen cases in the space of two

and a half years where an independent tribunal in
Canada found serious reasons for considering that
a person had been guilty of an act of torture. Why
were none of these people prosecuted?
Well, obviously, I cannot answer these questions
with certainty. Only spokespersons from the various governments can. But I can guess. I have two
suggested explanations. One is that the left hand
may not know what the right hand is doing. The
Immigration and Refugee Board as well as the
Department of Citizenship and Immigration are
well aware of these torture cases. The various
provincial attorneys general may not be aware,
because no one has drawn the cases to their attention.
My second guess to explain inaction is the Finta
case in the Supreme Court of Canada. Canada
used to have a criminal prosecutions unit for war
crimes and crimes against humanity. That unit
shifted its efforts from criminal prosecutions to
revocation of citizenship and deportation after the
Supreme Court of Canada decided the Finta case
in 1994. The Finta case made prosecutions unworkable for a number of reasons. One of the reasons was the peculiar and extended interpretation
the Court gave to the defence of superior orders.
According to the Finta decision, a person who is
accused of a crime against humanity or war crime
has a defence of superior orders, as long as those
orders were not manifestly unlawful. The unlawfulness must be manifest to the accused. Whether
the unlawfulness was manifest to the accused was
to be decided by the jury. The relevant law that
must manifestly be violated is the local law.
Finta argued in his defence the Baky order, a
Hungarian order requiring the deportation of all
Hungarian Jews. He pleaded that his participation
in the deportation of Hungarian Jews to Auschwitz
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and elsewhere was not manifestly unlawful
because of the Baky order.

prosecuted for torture, instead of war crimes and
crimes against humanity.

For crimes against humanity and war
crimes, the Criminal Code insists on double criminality. The act must be a violation of a domestic offence in the Canadian
Criminal Code. The act must also be a
violation of international law. The Supreme Court of Canada decided that international law incorporated all sorts of
defences not found in Canadian law.

Furthermore, the crime of torture in the Criminal
Code does not adopt the double criminality rule in
existence for war crimes and crimes against humanity. The Criminal Code repeats the definition
of torture in the Torture Convention, but the offence is a Canadian offence only. So, for this reason as well, the weaknesses of the Finta decision
are avoidable.

Their interpretation of international law, at
least in my view, had no support in the international precedents to which they referred. The judgment has been widely
criticised in international law circles since
and explicitly rejected by the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia. The one international lawyer in the
Supreme Court of Canada at the time of
the Finta decision, Gerald LaForest, wrote
the dissent in that case.
Finta was acquitted and his acquittal, after
being allowed to plead the superior orders
defence, was upheld by the Ontario Court
of Appeal, which at the time included
Madam Justice Arbour in the Court, in the
case, and in the majority. The acquittal
was in turn upheld by the Supreme Court
of Canada.
Obviously once Canadian local laws authorize the very crimes sought to be punished then prosecutions become
impossible. It is understandable that, after
the Finta decision, the government dropped
prosecution of war crimes and crimes
against humanity.
However, as I mentioned to you, the crime
of torture in the Criminal Code specifically
excludes the defence of superior orders.
The type of defence Finta pleaded would
not have been open to him if he had been
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The fact remains that, after the Finta decision, the
willingness of governments in Canada to prosecute international crimes did not end for some
crimes only. It ended for all crimes. What was
lost, as the result of the Finta decision, was not
just a commitment to prosecute some international
crimes, but all international crimes.
Presumably, all this is about to change. The Government has introduced legislation into Parliament
to overcome the Finta decision. Some of the difficulties Finta threw up for the prosecution of war
criminals and criminals against humanity potentially apply to the prosecution of torturers. Bill C19 right now says nothing about the offence of
torture. The proposed legislation must not, as it
does now, remove the Finta generated difficulties
for war criminals and criminals against humanity
but leave them intact for torturers.
The promise of prosecution would be kept if Canada extradited torturers for prosecution abroad.
However, requests for extradition of torturers are
non-existent. Thus, for crime to be deterred, there
needs to be an effective criminal justice system.
Deportation is relocation of the criminal but not
punishment of the crime. A person who comes to
Canada and then is told to move on has received a
temporary haven and then a temporary inconvenience. Exclusion from the Refugee Convention
deters neither the crime nor the arrival in Canada.
In the case of Suresh, the Federal Court of Appeal
has said the opposite: that the Torture Convention,
despite its express provision to the contrary, allows the return of a person to torture. However, I
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have no hesitation in saying that the Federal Court in Suresh, like the Supreme
Court of Canada in Finta before it, has
simply got international law wrong.
Unless and until the Supreme Court of
Canada affirms the decision in Suresh or
denies leave to appeal from that decision,
we can not be certain that the Federal
Court of Appeal has got even Canadian
law right.
Because of the Finta decision, Canada has
become a pole of attraction for the worst
criminals around the world. They will not
be prosecuted here. They may get a haven,
and, if they face torture or death abroad,
they must get a haven. A lot of time and
effort is spent in trying to prevent people
from coming to Canada who are trying to
get here. It would be a lot simpler and
more direct to change our system so that
international criminal fugitives, because of
the fear of prosecution, would not even
want to come here.
Moreover, there is the discipline to refugee
determination that a working prosecution
regime would give. One has to wonder
whether people who are denied refugee
protection on the grounds that they are torturers are properly denied protection when
Canadian law allows for their prosecution;
international law requires their prosecution; and yet none of them are prosecuted.
A functioning prosecution regime would
give guidance to the refugee determination
regime on who is properly excludable from
refugee protection as a torturer. If Refugee
Division members of the Immigration and
Refugee Board knew that exclusion on the
ground of torture would precipitate a
criminal investigation, that prosecutors, in
effect, would be second guessing their decision to exclude, they would, I suspect,
exercise a good deal more care in excluding claimants on the ground of torture than
they do now.

Finally, there is the effect on real refugees of the
haven Canada gives to torturers. Integration and
settlement are frustrated when refugees see their
torturers wandering the streets of Canada free
from all hindrance. The haven real refugees have
come to seek is undermined. If we are to be consistent in our welcome to real refugees, we must
prosecute their torturers.

David Matas is the former president of the Canadian Council for
Refugees. He is a lawyer, currently in private practice, in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. These remarks were prepared for delivery to the Centre
for Refugee Studies, February 29, 2000, Toronto, Ontario. An earlier version of these remarks was delivered to the Canadian Council
for Refugees consultation in Niagara Falls,
Ontario, December 4, 1999.

CELESTIAL FLAME
I am
A tiny feeble lampWhen the stars in sad autumn skies are
extinguished by the wind
-Let them be extinguished - I shall burn
Ahmad Shamlu
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Hari Lalla, CCVT
Chair

Keynote speaker: The Honourable
Mr. Justice Brent Knazan, Ontario
Court of Justice

Mrs. Sadako Ogata, United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees and
James Lane, Former CCVT Chair
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Torture, Treatment and Accountability
By Gerald Gray

H

ow can torture centres, concerned
with repairing the effects of torture, also contribute to making
torturers accountable? The answer is that,
since the Pinochet case impelled growing
use of the legal principle of universal jurisdiction, there is new need for the knowledge of the treatment centres in the efforts
of survivors and legal teams – lawyers, investigators, translators and others – on behalf of justice.
“Universal jurisdiction”, simply put,
obliges all states to see to the prosecution
of significant classes of human rights violators (including torturers) regardless of
where or when the crimes took place, or
what the nationality of the victims or perpetrators. There is now a steady increase
in the number of survivors as plaintiffs and
witnesses, along with legal teams, who are
pressing criminal or civil charges, or to
assist arrests or deportation to countries or
war crimes tribunals where alleged perpetrators must stand trial.
I know of at least three important ways torture treatment centres can (and some already do) contribute to the work of
accountability. Moreover, I believe that it
will largely be up to the treatment centres
to initiate one of these ways – for reasons I
outline below.
I can speak of these ways from my own
experiences, first as a psychotherapist
working with problems of treatment of
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torture, and second as director of what is in essence a public interest law firm supporting torture
survivors in bringing their aggressors to the bar of
justice.
I mention first the most obvious way, where to
treatment centres and individuals provide clinical
evaluations and expert witness testimony for refugee torture survivors in immigration courts. While
there may be some differences in the elements of
clinical evaluation among immigration courts,
civil courts, and criminal courts, overall the work
is similar. In the instance of this work, lawyers
likely will approach the treatment centres – if they
know of their existence (and since they may not,
there is a responsibility on the centres to inform
legal teams on learning of a developing case).
Second, there is often a need for torture survivors
who are plaintiffs or witnesses to get treatment
whether they have previously availed themselves
of it or not. The fact of telling their histories – and
the prospect of hostile cross-examination, in a
courtroom with their torturers – can retraumatize
them. Some legal teams will realize this, and
some not, and for both humanitarian reasons and
for a stronger courtroom presentation, the centres
should so inform the legal community and its human rights supporters.
Finally, I believe it will be of special importance
for the centres to initiate assistance in the area of
traumatization in legal teams – retraumatization in
some cases, vicarious traumatization in others.
The centres have now known of these problems
for several years, we know how these problems
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have affected ourselves and our work. I
can say that the personal backgrounds of
those in the legal teams drawn to this work
are often similar to those of clinicians
drawn to it – but it has not been a topic of
knowledge or discussion in the world of
lawyers, detectives, their translators and
others who are just as vulnerable as are
clinicians. Moreover, legal teams are going to be no better than clinicians used to
be in the self-examination and sensitivity
required to raise this issue and deal with it.
To conclude: our lawyers and their translators have to take just as detailed a torture
history as any clinician preparing for an
immigration court appearance, and to live
with the provocative details of horror. But
legal teams have less access than clinicians
to clinical support, including relevant readings. In the end because those working in
torture treatment also want accountability,
we clinicians must make a conscientious
effort on its behalf. If getting justice is
therapeutic, clinicians must contribute to
that therapy.

Gerald Gray is a psychotherapist who helped found Survivors International in San Francisco in 1988. He has been
active in treatment of torture for the last ten years, and
is currently Executive Director, Center for Justice and
Accountability, an organization established to deny impunity to torturers through use of the law.

Convention Against Torture (CAT)
The following articles from CAT are instrumental in any
advocacy against torture:
•

Article 3 stipulates that “No state party shall return
or extradite a person to another state where there are
substantial grounds for believing that he would be in
danger of being subject to torture”. This article is one
of the most important tools of advocacy in favour of
torture survivors. It is an absolute, which cannot be
balanced with such considerations as danger to the
security of the public or risks to national security.

•

Article 6 speaks about the prosecution of perpetrators of torture beyond any national boundary. Torturers should be apprehended and brought before the
law wherever they escape to. This article considers
torture to be a crime against humanity and does not
allow impunity for its perpetrators.

•

Article 13 recognizes the rights of individuals to
complain to authorities about torture in their countries. This article is a tool for making people in positions of authority in jails or detention centers
accountable to the law of the nation.

•

Article 20 gives the Committee a mandate to receive reliable information about the systematic practice of torture in the territory of state parties. It could
bring the states to account and make possible investigations into the practice of torture.

•

Article 22 gives individuals of any country the right
to submit communications to the U.N. Committee
against Torture. This is a very important preventative
measure, which could make states observe their obligations.
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Canada and the Global Prevention of Torture
By Ezat Mosallanejad

A

t the threshold
of the new
millennium, it
is disheartening that the
practice of torture appears to be more widespread than ever. From
Kosovo to East Timor,
newspapers are constantly
filled
with
global reports about the
cruel and inhumane
treatment inflicted upon
our fellow human beings.
All over the
world, torture is used by
tyrannical governments
as a means of extracting
information or confessions. It is also used as
a tool of political repression. In 1984, the
United Nations adopted
the Convention Against
Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhumane or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment
(CAT), a human rights instrument that outlined universally acceptable standards
against torture. The Convention came into
effect on June 26, 1987. Numerous other
human rights laws such as the UN Declaration of Human Rights, the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and
the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
also express condemnation of the practice
of torture. The principles set out in the
CAT
are
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indeed admirable; it recognizes
that torture is a crime against
humanity and an affront to
human dignity. However, like
other international human
rights instruments, its implementation is a tricky matter.
The responsibility to implement the Convention is left to
the respective countries, even
where torture is normally practiced according to the “lawful
sanctions” of such governmental powers.
In the case of torture, we face a
global contradiction: (1) the
abundance of international instruments and institutions
against torture on the one
hand; and (2) the worldwide
prevalence of the crime of torture on the other. According to
the Human Rights Watch
World Report (2000), torture is
being perpetrated in about 50%
of all countries in the world.
In an attempt to address this gap, the UN Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR) established a
working group to draft an Optional Protocol to the
CAT in 1991. The Optional Protocol proposes the
creation of an international monitoring mechanism
that will enable the effective implementation of
the UN Convention Against Torture. Its objective
is to enhance the worldwide protection of persons
deprived of liberty from torture and other cruel
and degrading treatment or punishment. As stated
in Article 1 (of the third draft of the Protocol),
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A State Party to the present Protocol shall
permit visits in accordance with this Protocol to any place in any territory under
its jurisdiction where persons deprived of
their liberty by a public authority or at its
instigation or with its consent or acquiescence are held or may be held.
An elected group of experts, to be known
as the Sub-committee to the Committee
Against Torture will have the authority to
conduct periodic and ad hoc monitoring
missions in areas such as police stations
and prisons where persons may be at risk
of state-sanctioned maltreatment.
The
Sub-committee will be responsible for investigating incidences of torture, drafting
summary reports and submitting recommendations to the ruling governments of
the countries that they visit.
Three key features of the Optional Protocol
highlight its potential to achieve its desired
goal:
(1)
Prior Consent: Any country that
ratifies the Optional Protocol is, in effect,
giving the Sub-committee full permission
to conduct monitoring missions whenever
and wherever it deems necessary. Such
consent cannot be revoked at any later
time.
(2)
Unlimited and Free Access: In
order for the Sub-committee to undertake
its missions effectively, the Optional Protocol mandates its full, unrestricted access
to any place of detention where torture
may take place. As well, the Optional Protocol allows the Sub-committee the right to
interview anyone it chooses (e.g., prisoners
and prison guards) with complete confidentiality and without time limits.
(3)
Confidentiality of Reports: In
contrast to other UN Human Rights reports
which are automatically made public, the
Sub-committee’s reports are kept confiden-

tial between the UN and the country concerned.
The Optional Protocol’s goal is not to punish or
condemn, but rather to help governments
strengthen their protection of persons deprived of
liberty and to prevent torture. Using confidentiality as the norm rather than the exception is meant
to promote cooperation. However, the Optional
Protocol also gives the Sub-committee the option
to publish reports if states refuse to cooperate.
Unfortunately, seven years after the Protocol’s
initial draft, the ratification of the Optional Protocol has been allowed to stagnate by debates over
issues such as the requirement of unlimited access
to all possible sites where torture may be occurring. In my recent trip to Geneva, I spent a whole
week attending the Working Group meeting of the
Optional Protocol. The chair of the Working
Group was Elizabeth Odio Benito, a well-known
judge and expert on international law from Costa
Rica. Through the discussion of various delegations, I came to know that opinions are divided
into two camps. On the one hand, the conservative
side (including USA, Egypt, Iran, China, Cuba
and Saudi Arabia) expressed reservations regarding the implementation of the Optional Protocol,
due to concerns about unrestricted access undermining national sovereignty and the individual’s
right to privacy. The progressive camp (including
European countries, Australia and Canada), on the
other hand, believed that there is no need for such
reservations and that unrestricted access is essential to the effectiveness of the Optional Protocol.
If states can place limits on which sites can be inspected, then such restrictions hinder the comprehensive investigation of torture and may well
provide states with the opportunity to avoid such
scrutiny and hide the practice of torture.
A comment was made by the Chinese delegate
that the implementation of human rights instruments, such as the CAT, is not feasible in poor
countries like China, where greater priority rests
on addressing the fundamental issue of economic
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development. Claudia Haenni, the Secretary-General of the Association for the
Prevention of Torture (APT), the prestigious Geneva-based NGO which first initiated the Optional Protocol refuted this
approach. She considered such argument
an insult to the Chinese people and an affront to all humankind. She strongly asserted that human rights are universal and
that they should be implemented globally
and with no reservation, regardless of economic conditions.
Another matter worth noting was the position of some countries of the South, like
Georgia, Costa Rica, and Brazil, which
wholeheartedly supported a liberal approach to the Optional Protocol and, in
some cases, went beyond the liberalism
expressed by the Canadian, Australian and
European delegations.
As previously mentioned, Canada played a
very progressive role in the Working
Group. Much of the credit can be given to
the efforts of the head of the Canadian
delegation, Johanne Levasseur, who was
from the Ministry of Justice. Through her
comprehensive knowledge of international
human rights, she elaborated on some parts
of the Optional Protocol and contributed
towards the drafting of an all-embracing,
clear and effective Protocol.
This is not the first attempt by the Canadian government to work towards the
global prevention of torture. Canada has
accepted a long-term commitment towards
eliminating torture, investigating its practice and supporting its victims. Canada
was among the first States parties to the
Convention Against Torture.
In early 1999, Canada also co-sponsored
the Commission on Human Rights’ resolution on the “Convention Against Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment”. This resolution condemns torture and asserts that it
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“…can never be justified under any circumstances, by any ideology or by any overriding interest…” The resolution has also extended the
mandate on the question of torture of Nigel Rodley, the UN Special Rapporteur, for another three
years. Canada closely follows the work of Mr.
Rodley and that of the Committee Against Torture, chaired by Peter Burns, a Canadian independent expert. Support to victims includes
annual contributions to the Canadian Centre for
Victims of Torture (CCVT), the first rehabilitation
centre in North America and the second of its kind
in the world. Since its inception in 1977, CCVT
has served over 11,000 victims of torture from 99
countries.
Although Canada has made sincere efforts towards
the prevention of torture and rehabilitation of survivors, there is still much work to be done to
achieve such challenging goals. Canada ought to
do more in mobilizing international communities
in this respect. The recent ruling of the Federal
Court of Appeal (A-415-99 dated January 18,
2000) in the Suresh case can put the Canadian
global leadership against torture at stake. The decision considers, for the first time, the implementation of CAT on the government of Canada.
Contrary to similar decisions by the European
Human Rights Court, the decision stipulates that
the right to be secured from torture (article 3 of
CAT) is not an absolute right binding on the Canadian government. With the intervention of various human rights organizations, it is hoped that
the Supreme Court of Canada would reverse the
decision and would help the government to regain
its leadership position.
It is frustrating that the Optional Protocol was not
on the agenda of the UN Commission of Human
Rights (UNCHR) in its 55th session last year. It is
expected that Canada will give voice to torture
victims in the next session of UNCHR. The prerequisite for this task is a genuine effort by the
Canadian government to reform its own domestic
immigration enforcement system, especially our
refugee determination system, which is under the
mandate of Convention Refugee Determination
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Division (CRDD) of the Immigration and
Refugee Board (IRB).
There have been reports that, under the
present system, immigration detainees and
persons under removal orders have been
subject to undue force and trauma. Based
on my experience in Toronto, there is a
structural problem in almost all CRDD
hearings: a lack of any guidelines whatsoever for dealing with victims of torture and
organized violence. In Toronto, there is
inadequate attention paid to documentation
on physical and/or psychological torture.
There is no consistency in Board members’
conduct towards such victims. I have witnessed cases of refugee hearings leading to
the retraumatization of torture survivors
due to the necessarily adversarial nature of
the hearing. In one case, a formal complaint was filed to the office of the Chair of
the IRB and a subsequent investigation
was promised. However, even if the IRB
comes to know about the merit of such
complaints, they have no jurisdiction to
reverse the decision or reopen the case.
Thus, further investigation does not benefit
the victim.

CAT into Canadian legislation. Special attention
must be paid to Article 3 of the Convention, which
is an absolute condition and cannot be balanced
with considerations like “danger to the security of
the public” or “risk to national security”. Article 3
disallows the return of any person to any place
where such person could be subjected to torture
and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
and punishment. Ordinary citizens need to learn
about the experience of torture and its after-effects
and help victims to rebuild their lives. In terms of
financial support, Canada is one of the initiators of
the UN Fund for Torture Victims, but its annual
contribution is minimal ($60,000) in comparison
with other industrialized countries. Given Canada’s prominence in the human rights movement,
this is inexcusable. We need to lobby the Canadian government to allocate enough resources to
combat torture and provide adequate services to
survivors.

Ezat Mossallanejad is a Policy Analyst for the Canadian Centre for
Victims of Torture.

Canada can also present its adversarial judicial system as an example to the international community and help other nations to
develop similar legal systems. In this system, the lawyer and the prosecutor (the
Crown Attorney in Canada) confront each
other in the courtroom. Truth comes out of
these adversarial confrontations and minimizes the role of confession in the final
verdict.
There also needs to be increased support
for new immigrants to Canada who are
survivors of torture. At a time in which
amendments to the Immigration Act are on
the government’s agenda, it is extremely
important that the government make a
genuine effort towards incorporating the
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Time to Stop Torture
Amnesty International looks for partners in an international campaign
By Craig Benjamin

O

ver the last four years, human rights
workers in Monterrey, Mexico have
documented wide- spread torture
and cruel and inhumane con-ditions at a local
prison. Because of their work, they and other
members of CADHAC (Ciudadanos en
Apoyo a los Derechos Humanos Asociación
Civil) have received death threats and been
harassed by police. Last March, the harassment escalated to such a level that Amnesty
International issued an Urgent Action appeal
to focus public attention
on
their
safety.
This October,
Amnesty
is
launching
a
year-long international
campaign
against torture.
As we prepare
for this campaign, we're
conscious of
the fact that in
addition
to
speaking out
against torture,
we need to build a strong international
movement so that organizations like CADHAC, which play a vital role in addressing
issues of torture in communities around the
world, are supported and protected in this vital work.
In our two previous international campaigns
against torture, Amnesty has concentrated on
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international response mechanisms to imminent
threats of torture. For example, our Urgent Action
Network grew out of our first international campaign
against torture. The new campaign emphasizes a
more systematic approach to the prevention of torture.
This includes supporting local human rights defenders. It also includes pressuring for greater scrutiny of
the places of detention where torture is likely to occur.
Human rights organizations like CADHAC are often
refused access to the prisons where torture often takes
place. In this
campaign,
Amnesty International and
partner
organizations
will be calling
for the establishment of a
global inspection system of
places of detention. Amnesty
believes that
no government should
Sister Consuelo Morales Elizondo
be able to
(photograph provided by Amnesty International)
refuse such
inspection,
which is why we will be pressuring for the inclusion
of mandatory inspection in an optional protocol to the
Convention Against Torture.
Preventing torture also means making it clear that allegations of torture must be investigated and anyone
who commits torture must be brought before a system
of justice which is independent and effective, both
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in principle and in practice. For example,
one of the biggest obstacles to human
rights reform in Mexico is the climate of
impunity that has long prevailed in the
country. Members of the security forces
and paramilitary groups responsible for
these violations continue to carry out
abuses, secure in the knowledge that they
will not be brought to justice or punished.
The prospect that we may soon see the establishment of an International Criminal
Court and the precedent set by the UK ruling that former Chilean leader Augusto
Pinochet could have been extradited on
charges of torture if he had not been found
medically unfit to stand trial, demonstrate
that when impunity persists at the national
level, torturers can and must be brought to
justice internationally. Throughout this
campaign, Amnesty will continue to press
national governments and the international
community to ensure that appropriate laws
and tribunals are in place.
For more information on Amnesty's upcoming campaign against torture, contact
Major Campaigns coordinator Craig Benjamin (details below.) To join a current
action in support of CADHAC of Mexico,
you can visit Amnesty’s website at
www.amnesty.ca/actnow.

Craig Benjamin is the coordinator of Major Campaigns
and Crisis Response, Amnesty International Canada (ES),
214 Montreal Rd., 4th Floor, Vanier, Ontario K1L 1A4

Song of a small bird
Sitting in loneliness I hide
From the sounds of agony
From the bombs
From the missiles
From the pollution
From the hatred
From the corruption
From the greed and ambition
That encircles the womb of our mother earth.
Sitting on a dusty branch
Of arid forgetfulness
I try to whistle to the four winds
That are hidden in the sacred mountains of the gods
Invaded by miserable conquest.
I sense the fragrant note of the orchid that was
The sweet kiss of the wind, cooling
The warm hand of my assassinated friend
And the harsh steps of the boot that persecuted us.
Even now… the dangers of the night beats in our dreams.
Like ants we escape to different horizons
Each one with his leaf, searching for shelter
Towards some corner where peace and harmony is
cherished.
Suddenly, in the colourful distance
We find our house under a maple tree.
Its sweetness soothes our fatigue
And the extravagant brush of spring changes our
appearance
Our spirits open like the mouths of tulips
Pure, clear, contemplative, colourful
We walk without horizons, singing
our hopes
We are a garden of a thousand
loves and hues
That serenades
From different pains
Where the sweet maple grows
Gifting us with many tastes
Recreating our illusions and future labours
Hernan Astudillo (translated from Spanish)
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News From The Centre

T

he Canadian Centre for Victims of
Torture is committed to being a
public education/teaching centre
around issues related to the treatment and
prevention of torture. We are engaged in
on-going training and development for
front line workers and volunteers and have
delivered various workshops throughout
Canada on the special needs of survivors
of torture and their families.
Over the past year, with generous support
from Citizenship and Immigration Canada
and through partnerships with the University of Toronto and York University,
CCVT has developed training materials for
both front line workers and volunteers.
Coming to Terms with Torture
and Organized Violence
This is an interactive two-day workshop
designed to create awareness of torture and
its effects not only on the individual who
has been tortured, but also on the family,
neighbors and society at large. It has been
specifically designed to be a learning
process that works through material beyond
text and lecture. It has the express intention
of engaging participants interactively. It
aims to advance knowledge about torture
and its effects, and to enhance skills needed
for service delivery in this area. The
modules include resource material that can
be used for future reference.
The Coming to Terms workshop recognises
that the legacy of violence requires
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intervention on individual, family and community
levels. Its modules are based on a holistic view of
trauma. The workshop also includes a supplementary video “Window of Hope”. To date,
CCVT has delivered this workshop to almost 100
agencies in 5 provinces across Canada.
Befriending Survivors of Torture –
Building a Web of Community Support
This is also an interactive 1 ½ day workshop that
seeks to share experiences in befriending survivors
of torture and how that can lead to building webs
of community support. The workshop is based on
the findings of a participatory research study of
the Befriending Program at the Canadian Centre
for Victims of Torture. The original research was
funded by the Toronto Centre for Excellence for
Research on Immigration and Settlement. Citizenship and Immigration Canada have generously
funded the transformation of the research findings
into training materials and processes for staff and
volunteers in HOST Programs. After years of experience, the Centre sought to conduct a self-study
of the Befriending Program to document its successful practices of befriending and to enhance the
features of the program. A participatory research
project entitled “Link-by-Link: Creating Community with Survivors of Torture” was developed,
involving the Centre and University researchers on
an equal footing at all stages. Training sessions
and accompanying materials reflect the central
findings and philosophy of the research. At time
of publication, CCVT has delivered 8 workshops
to agencies throughout Ontario, Canada.
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CCVT and the research group shared its
findings from the study and workshop at
the Fourth International Metropolis
Conference in Toronto, Canada, March
22-25, 2000. This conference was hosted
by the Joint Centre of Excellence for Research on Immigration and Settlement -Toronto (CERIS), and organized on the
theme of "Working Together for the Future: Partnerships in Immigration Research
and Policy." As part of the presentation,
the group specifically dealt with how research findings can be turned into educational material.
VIII International Symposium
on Torture
As part of our international activities,
Board Members Susan McGrath (Public
Education Committee) and Tina Lopes
(Vice Chair, International Committee) represented CCVT at the VIII International
Symposium on Torture held in New
Delhi, India in September 1999. Susan
McGrath presented two papers: “The Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture and
Canadian Universities: From a Research
to an Educational Partnership” and “The
Practice of Citizenship of Civil Society:
Lessons from the Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture” (included in this publication). Tina Lopes presented a paper
entitled “Making Whole: Broadening the
Definition of Justice for Women Victims of
Sexual Torture.”
In September 1999, CCVT’s Policy Analyst Ezat Mossallanejad attended a conference of the Executive Committee of the
UNHCR in Geneva, Switzerland. This
conference addressed issues surrounding
refugee protection and the global prevention of torture.

CCVT is regularly called upon to provide input
into developing federal government policies on
refugees and survivors of torture. Among other
things, the Centre has attended conferences in Ottawa that dealt with issues such as statelessness,
we have been visited by officials such as Dr. Roland Fuca, the Director of the Interim Federal
Health Plan that provides health care to refugees
until they become Landed Immigrants, and we
have recently received a grant from the Canadian
Centre for Foreign Policy Development to hold a
series of round table discussions on War-Affected
Children in Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
and Vancouver.
As a teaching centre, CCVT provides intensive
training for students completing their practica
from the University of Toronto (including the
Faculty of Medicine), Ryerson Polytechnical University, George Brown College and Humber College. We also receive regular visits from students
of the Faculty of Social Work and Women’s Studies at the University of Toronto and York University as well as high school students from
communities throughout Ontario.
As an organization committed to educating the
public about torture and its effects, we regularly
give presentations to other NGOs such as Amnesty International as well as community health
clinics, the CCVT Health Network, General Practitioners, psychiatrists and psychologists.

If you would like to know more about CCVT’s
workshops, or any other program, please contact
us at 416-363-1066 or email us at ccvt@icomm.ca.
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A Message to All Volunteers

O

n Tuesday, April 11, CCVT held a Volunteer Appreciation Night for all volunteers, and
Health and Legal Network members. We asked one of the ESL classes to write down some
thoughts they had about volunteers and volunteering and we gave a copy of what they wrote
to everyone who came that night. We’ve included their statements in this publication so our readers
could see what impact volunteering can have. In the face of so much horror in the world, these words
are evidence that individuals can make a difference in another’s life.
By helping others, you not only enrich their lives, but also your own.
There is still hope for a better world when people think about others in a
world where individualism prevails.
You walk with us every little step, holding our hands.
We are proud to be in your kindly hands.
You are those who give us a lamp to see in the darkness and we are happy
that you are part of our lives.
You help us and guide us so you will be in my heart all the time.
We appreciate you, the people who donate their time and experience and
who are very generous people because time is gold.
We are grateful for your voluntary work. To help other people is the best
form to show you are a great and caring human.
The best and nicest people are volunteers because they are in our heart.

When we came here, we left behind us, our personal world. All the things
we have: family, friends, songs, language, palate, and climate, even enemies.
These things that create our moral and ethical values.
And when we arrived here, we feel ourselves as a fish out of the water.
This period is a very hard moment in our life. Even you, 40 or 50 years old.
In this time, you need help so much; only people with the same situation can
understand. And every simple help, in this time, is so important, maybe in
your normal life you don’t pay attention to these simple helps.
These people who help you, really do an excellent job.
Now, we can only say a simple “thanks”. But if we find opportunity to show
our gratitude with the other way, believe us we do.
Thanks for you, for all your friendly help to us.
We never forget.

(written by ESL students from Level 4)
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